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Ceyero Consulting can assist your executive team develop the skills it needs to effective manage and lead 

its growing workforce through the workshops:   

1. Priority and Time Management  - a Steven Covey-based workshop designed to help employees 

increase productivity through better time management;  

2. Avoiding Stress and Job Burnout – a workshop that provides employees with tools, techniques 

and resources that can help to reduce workplace stress;  

3. Building Teams That Work – a workshop series that helps managers to identify personality types 

and learning styles in their organization and teaches them how to construct teams that maximize 

their organization’s productivity.  The workshop will include focus on the following tools: 

performance appraisals and balance scorecards. 

4. Resolving Conflict in the Workplace – a workshop that reviews the leading edge tools and 

techniques for resolving workplace conflict.  The workshop includes several role-play sequences 

to help managers practice the techniques. 

5. Supervision and Management 101 – a Steven Covey-based workshop that reviews the pros and 

cons of the latest management and supervision philosophies.   

6. Making the Transition to Management – a workshop that helps the participants identify skills 

needed to be a successful manager (by industry type).  The session will assist the course 

participants to conduct a gap analysis relative to their current skill sets.   

7. Develop a Personal Leadership Style – a seminar that builds on the foundation of the Supervision 

and Management 101 workshop and provides participants with case studies of successful and un-

successful personal leadership styles.  

8. Making Change At Work – a workshop that teaches managers how to create an environment that 

empowers employees to make meaningful and profitable changes at work.  The workshop will 

stress the benefits of employee innovation and process re-invention. 

9. Conducting Legal and Effective Interviews – a training session that teaches managers three (3) 

compliant interview styles that can be used for evaluating talent: (1) Business case interviews; (2) 

Resume Interviews; and (3) Behavioral interviews. 


